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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

In recent elections, campaigns have based their contact decisions on individual microtargeted propensity scores generated using "Big Data" rather than the more traditional geographic-based contacting. Shifts in campaign strategy have implications for who is contacted and ultimately who participates in elections. As campaigns focus more of their outreach towards individuals who the data indicate are more likely to turn out and more likely to vote for their candidate, some groups may be systematically excluded from contact. We investigate this using voter files and survey data from the 2012 US elections to compare who the Republicans identified for campaign contact using microtargeted propensity scores and who would have been identified for contact if they used a strictly geographic-based approach. Our findings suggest that young people are much less likely to be designated for contact when campaigns rely on microtargeted data than older individuals, the latter of whom are more likely to be contacted under both geographic and microtargeting strategies.

The Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) mandates that states compile and maintain a comprehensive list of registered voters. These lists accelerated a shift from geographic-based targeting strategies to individual-level campaigns reliant on Big Data. Modern campaigns use state voter files supplemented with data from public and private sources to identify voters for persuasion and mobilization by running predictive models to estimate an individual's propensity to vote and propensity to support each party. The use of data-generated propensity scores to identify likely voters and potential supporters is commonly known as microtargeting.\textsuperscript{1} As the use of microtargeted propensity scores have become more widespread, and data have become increasingly available, scholars have warned that segmentation of...
this nature may have negative implications (Hillygus and Shields 2009, chap.7; Kreiss and Howard 2010; Barocas 2012; Serazio 2014).

Among these concerns is the idea that candidates will only communicate with their supporters and undecided individuals who are already predisposed to participate in the electoral process. Granted, campaigns have always been strategic about their contact decisions given their limited resources. Their overall strategy and who they contact matters. For example, in the 1980s and 1990s, campaigns began limiting contact to registered voters which raised concerns about participatory inequality and underrepresentation of unregistered segments of the population (Wielhouwer 2003). Subsequent studies found that there are, in fact, substantial differences between the registered and unregistered populations both in terms of demographic characteristics and policy attitudes (Jackman and Spahn 2015).

Advances in Big Data ushered in a similar shift in campaign strategy at the turn of the century (Panagopoulos 2016) as microtargeted propensity scores predicting turnout and vote choice became a key tool for campaigns to use when deciding which individuals to contact. This new reliance on microtargeted data may further exacerbate the gap in representation since registered citizens from groups with a history of low turnout may be disproportionately excluded from campaign mobilization and persuasion efforts based primarily on whether the data suggest they are less likely to vote. In this manuscript, we examine whether the shift in strategy affects the demographic composition of the electorate. To do so, we evaluate voter contact decisions based on microtargeted propensity estimates of voting against contact decisions based on a geographic strategy.

While most extant research on microtargeted data focuses on Democratic campaigns, this paper leverages rarely studied data from the Republican National Committee (RNC). The RNC provided their files for a glimpse into how registered voters are perceived based on their microtargeted propensity scores. Access to these scores allows us to determine whether some groups are less likely to be contacted when voter contact decisions are made using microtargeted estimates. We also presumed nonvoters when creating their microtargeted scores and discuss the practical impact that contacting voters based on their microtargeted scores may have had on their 2012 campaigns.

We argue that the transition from geographic-based targeting to strategies incorporating microtargeted propensity scores has exacerbated the inequality in contact for certain segments of the population. In contrast to a microtargeted strategy, when contact decisions are geographically based on the underlying partisanship of the precinct in which a registered voter lives, individuals ignored by one party might be mobilized by the other party. But one limitation of contacting individuals based on their microtargeted propensity
estimates is both parties may choose to routinely avoid the same registered voters based on their predicted low propensity to vote.

Our broader goal is to demonstrate that while microtargeted data have allowed campaigns to more efficiently utilize their resources by targeting people with higher probabilities of voting, it may systematically fail to bring potential voters into the fold who might be contacted using a more traditional geographic targeting strategy. Past changes in contact strategies have had consequences for turnout (Rosenstone and Hansen 1993), and the use of microtargeted propensity scores may likewise have long-term effects on vote choice and participation. We proceed by first providing an overview of contact strategies used by campaigns past and present before discussing our data and results. As a preview, we find that young people are significantly less likely to be identified for contact when campaigns decide whom to contact using microtargeted propensity scores compared to more traditional contact strategies that rely primarily on precinct-level information. We also find that registered voters who were predicted to have a low propensity to vote reported being contacted at significantly lower rates than individuals estimated as higher propensity voters.

**Microtargeting versus geographic targeting**

The goal of political campaigns is to win on Election Day. The path to victory often means prioritizing some voters at the expense of others since campaigns have limited resources and consequently must focus more of their attention on a subset of states, precincts, or individuals. Even within battleground states, which tend to receive the lion’s share of money and attention in presidential elections, campaigns strategically allocate resources (see Shaw 2006; Panagopoulos 2009). They routinely divide the electorate into broad segments – their base supporters, swing voters, and the opposition’s base – and approach each group differently. They look to mobilize their base, persuade swing voters to vote for their candidate, and avoid wasting resources on the opposition’s base (Burton and Shea 2010; Sides et al. 2015; Panagopoulos 2017).

When developing contact strategies, office seekers must rely on their perceptions of the electorate (Hersh 2015). While it is relatively easy to identify loyal supporters of each party, it is a more difficult task to identify individuals who are open to persuasion. For many decades, campaigns’ perceptions about voters and their decision to contact certain individuals over others were based on the geographic unit (usually the precinct) in which individuals are registered to vote. Geographic targeting strategies were first utilized in the 1970s when Democrats began mapping political geography for their candidates to target every precinct for persuasion and turnout (Issenberg 2013, 47–48). Compiling precinct statistics helped strategists forecast how precincts...
would perform in an election, allowing campaigns to use prior results to predict possible swing precincts (Blaemire 2013, 220). This enabled campaigns to predict aggregate levels of turnout and party loyalty which helped them properly allocate resources.

Individual-based data-driven contact strategies expanded further in the 1980s when firms began clustering people according to shared demographic data and behavioral patterns, with a focus on reaching individuals in ZIP codes that fell into a particular cluster, in a method called geodemographic targeting (Blaemire 2013, 221). This combined demographic data from the Census with geographic marketing data, leveraging the assumption that people choose their neighborhoods according to their lifestyles, and these characteristics could be used to draw inferences about the people living there (Burton and Shea 2010, 125). But campaigns and parties today utilize precise, individual-level data that are unmoored from geography, which allows them to more selectively target certain individuals.

The 2000 presidential election represented a turning point for political campaigns where they became more reliant upon individual-level data and subsequently became more strategic about whom they contacted and whom they ignored (Panagopoulos and Wielhouwer 2008; Panagopoulos 2016). Campaigns use data about the individual to deliver messages to the segments of the electorate who are thought to be the most receptive to their outreach based on their perceived partisanship and perceived issue positions (Hillygus and Shields 2009; Endres 2016). Selective targeting of individuals is particularly useful in precincts where the other party has the most support (Kramer 1966). When properly executed, microtargeted propensity scores allow campaigns to identify supporters and swing voters who might otherwise not be contacted under a precinct-based geographic strategy because they live in areas largely populated by the opposition. This gives campaigns the ability to mobilize likely supporters and swing voters while minimizing the risk of mobilizing the opposition’s base.

Conventional wisdom suggests that microtargeted propensity scores\(^2\) have greatly improved campaigns’ perceptions about voters. The accuracy of these perceptions is important since a campaign strategy based on individual-level contact decisions is only superior to a geographic targeting strategy when their perceptions of voters are accurate (Hersh 2015). If perceptions are accurate, campaigns should make their contact decisions at the individual level instead of the precinct level. However, one potential limitation of

\(^2\)Campaigns use political data to construct predictive models to make targeting communications more efficient, usually creating three categories of predictive scores (Nickerson and Rogers 2014). Behavior scores use past participatory behavior and demographic information to calculate the probability that a citizen will turn out to vote. Support scores predict aggregate candidate and issue preferences. Responsiveness scores estimate individual persuadability in response to particular targeted communications.
microtargeted propensity scores is campaigns struggle to develop a complete picture for some groups of registered voters and may be better off with a precinct strategy for difficult-to-estimate subgroups such as young people.

The process used to generate microtargeted propensity scores sheds some light as to why certain groups may fare worse than others under a microtargeted strategy. Publicly available voter files are combined with supplemental data, including other publicly available information and private consumer data, to sort potential voters (Sides et al. 2015; Panagopoulos 2017). The content of voter files varies by state, but they typically include the date of birth, gender, and turnout history (Hersh 2015). The data allow campaigns to model the characteristics of individuals who are registered to vote, and these models are then used to determine whom to target. Some voters are easier to categorize than others due to their lengthier voting histories and previous interactions with politics.

The targeting estimates allow campaigns to ignore predicted nonvoters and those believed to support the other party (Nickerson and Rogers 2014), but which voters a campaign chooses to ignore may depend on the election. Some voters are more responsive to outreach than others, which may justify a campaign’s decision to ignore individuals who the data suggest are the least likely to vote. Enos, Fowler, and Vavreck (2014) find that high-propensity voters are more likely to favorably respond to campaign contact than low-propensity individuals—especially in low-salience, off-year elections—exacerbating existing participation gaps in the electorate. However, the disproportionate response to campaign contact is less evident in high-salience elections where the differences in turnout between low- and high-propensity voters are minor (Arceneaux and Nickerson 2009). This suggests that campaigns should cast a wider net in presidential election years and the exclusion of lower-propensity voters from contact may be more problematic in off-year elections.

**Expectations**

Some demographic groups such as highly educated, older, high-income, and white voters have historically participated in politics at higher rates than less-educated, younger, lower-income, and non-white individuals (Rosenstone and Hansen 1993). We expect that microtargeted propensity scores disproportionately categorize individuals with these latter characteristics as unlikely to vote which increases the prospects of their exclusion from campaign contact. Aside from age (and race in a handful of states), none of these variables are included in state voter files and cannot be directly incorporated into a contact strategy by campaigns (Hersh 2015). Past participation, however, is directly integrated into the models and tends to lead to high predictive accuracy. Younger voters (18–29 year olds) in particular should be negatively
impacted by the microtargeted models caused by their lack of a (lengthy) voting history and gaps in their voting history due to high rates of mobility.

If campaigns pursued a geographic-based contact strategy, individuals who are registered to vote in a precinct would have a higher likelihood of being contacted (by both parties) if their voting precinct is designated as a competitive or swing precinct. Similarly, if their home precinct routinely votes in one party’s favor, registered individuals should be contacted for turnout by that party as they work to mobilize their base. Fewer voters in these precincts should be contacted when microtargeted propensity scores are used because the campaigns can selectively contact (or ignore) some individuals based on their scores. We expect that many individuals who are ignored under a microtargeted strategy would have been designated for contact under the precinct-targeting strategies from earlier campaigns.

**Data and methods**

We use an original data-set created by merging the RNC’s voter files with survey data from the 2012 Cooperative Congressional Election Study (CCES) for two states, Florida and Virginia. Both states were considered presidential battlegrounds in 2012 and had competitive down-ballot races as well, including some congressional seats. The voter files include microtargeted propensity scores for partisanship and turnout. The estimates and the exact models used are considered proprietary information by the data firms, and thus are rarely evaluated by anyone external to the campaign.

The CCES is a national survey, with large state-by-state sample sizes, administered by YouGov (Ansolabehere 2012). We provided YouGov with the RNC voter files so that they could be merged with the CCES using the personal identifying information that it collects from survey participants. The process used to match the voter files and survey data is similar to the matching process performed to supplement the CCES with validated turnout for participants (see Ansolabehere and Hersh 2012). The major difference is that the Republican Party provided the voter files for this study, while a commercial vendor that works closely with the Democratic Party matches and validates turnout for CCES participants.

There are some differences between the RNC’s microtargeted propensity estimates for individuals in Florida and their propensity estimates for Virginia. In Virginia, the format of the microtargeted propensity scores divided registered voters into the three broad categories based on their estimated

---

3For a detailed explanation of the design and methodology of the 2012 CCES, see Ansolabehere 2013. For a discussion of the combined data-set and merging process, see Endres 2016.
likelihood to vote – high, mid, and low propensity. The microtargeted propensity scores for partisanship took the form of a five-point ordinal variable ranging from strong Democrat to strong Republican. The microtargeted propensity scores for Florida were provided in a different format. The estimated turnout variable was delivered as a scale ranging from 1 (least likely to turnout) to 10 (most likely), and the partisanship variable ranged from 1 (most Democratic) to 60 (most Republican). We collapsed the Florida variables into the same categories as Virginia to analyze the two states collectively. To ensure our results are not a consequence of measurement decisions, we also analyze Florida separately and include the results in the supplemental appendix when applicable.

To determine whether some demographic groups were more likely to be categorized as low propensity relative to others, we run a multinomial logistic regression using data for both states under investigation. The dependent variable for this portion of our study is the likelihood of voting based on the propensity estimates used by the RNC. Individuals estimated to be high- or mid-propensity voters were collapsed into a single “likely” voter category, resulting in a dependent variable with three categories – likely voters, low-propensity voters, and individuals without a microtargeted turnout estimate. Explanatory variables in our model include gender (female = 1), race/ethnicity (Black, Latino, and Asian/multi-racial/other with White as the base category), age, education, and income. We also include an indicator variable for Florida to account for possible differences between the states.

After demonstrating that some demographic groups were significantly more likely to have been categorized as low-propensity voters, we turn our attention to self-reported contact. During the post-election wave, CCES respondents were asked “Did a candidate or political campaign organization contact you during the 2012 election?” Responses were coded (1) if individuals reported campaign contact and (0) if they reported they were not contacted. We regress self-reported contact on the same set of demographic explanatory variables and indicators for classification as low-propensity voters, mid-propensity voters, or not having an estimated propensity to turnout in the Republican voter files.

We follow this analysis with a side-by-side comparison of the demographic characteristics of individuals who were identified for contact based on their microtargeted propensity scores and those who would have been contacted under a precinct-based geographic strategy. Precinct-level data (Ansolabehere and Rodden 2011a, 2011b; Virginia State Board of Elections 2012) from the Office of the Secretary of State in Florida and the Department of Elections

---

4Microtargeting models produce predicted probabilities of turnout and partisanship for each individual. These predicted probabilities are then simplified into categorical or ordinal variables so the data are easier for campaigns and activists to use when making contact decisions.
in Virginia were used in combination with the CCES data to simulate whether low-propensity individuals would have been contacted through a geographic targeting strategy. Precincts within these battleground states were deemed “competitive” (at two different levels) or “not competitive” based on their vote share in the previous presidential election – the 2008 race between Republican John McCain and Democrat Barack Obama.

We examine two levels of competitiveness because exact geographic targeting strategies can vary based on a campaign’s resources and overall strategy. Precincts were designated as competitive if the 2008 vote difference between Obama and McCain was within 10 points (McCain’s share between 45% and 55%) and designated as “highly” competitive if the vote difference between Obama and McCain was within six points in 2008 (McCain’s share between 47% and 53%).

Furthermore, we also estimate a hybrid strategy that incorporates the “known” partisanship of individuals in the precincts identified for contact under our simulated geographic targeting strategies since the post-HAVA lists of registered voters supplied by the states provide some insight into the partisanship of voters who are registered with a party (in states like Florida) or who routinely vote in the same party’s primaries (in states like Virginia). In Florida, where voters can declare their party affiliation when registering to vote, individuals who are registered with the Democratic Party may be excluded from contact by the Republican Party and its candidates who do not want to risk mobilizing Democratic voters. In Virginia, a state without party registration, individuals who have voted exclusively in recent Democratic primaries would similarly be excluded. We compare both levels of competitiveness and the hybrid strategy to see what proportion of “low-propensity” voters would have been contacted in 2012 had Republican campaigns made their targeting decisions without the assistance of microtargeted propensity scores.

Results

Young, less-educated, and lower-income registered voters were all classified as unlikely to turnout at higher rates than older, higher socioeconomic status individuals based on the microtargeted propensity estimates generated for the RNC, as expected (column 1 in Table 1). Each of these demographic variables – age, education, and income – has a significant effect on the classification of registered individuals as low-propensity voters relative to the base category of high-propensity voters. The negative coefficients for these variables suggest that as individuals get older and levels of education and

---

5Because redistricting occurred between the 2008 and 2012 elections, and there were some incomplete data within the state voter files, individuals in precincts where the lines changed quite drastically between the two elections were excluded from the analysis. The majority of these precincts were in Miami-Dade, Osceola, and Broward Counties in Florida.
income rise, the probability of being classified by the RNC as a low-propensity voter declines. The statistically significant coefficient for the Black indicator variable signals that Blacks were more likely to be designated as low propensity relative to Whites.

Looking next at the “No Microtargeting” column in Table 1, we see that even having a microtargeted propensity estimate of turnout created by the party also increased as age, education, and income rose. The negative coefficients for these variables indicate that older, more educated, and higher income registrants were all more likely to have microtargeted propensity estimates created for them and to be identified as likely to vote relative to younger individuals and those with lower levels of education and income. Of note is the fact that the indicator variable for African-Americans in this model is statistically significant and negative, suggesting that Black registered voters were more likely than White registered voters to have microtargeted propensity estimates created for them, holding all other variables constant.

Next, we turn our attention to self-reported contact rates to explore if 2012 campaigns utilized these propensity estimates. Our results (Table 2) show individuals who were estimated as low-propensity voters, or who did not have estimated microtargeted propensity scores, were less likely to recall contact\(^6\) than those estimated as high propensity. Individuals who were

---

\(^6\)However, we must exercise some caution with our interpretation as measures of self-reported contact tend to be unreliable because recall abilities are fallible (Ansolabehere, Iyengar, and Simon 1999;
scored as mid-propensity were less likely to report contact than high-propensity voters, but the difference was not statistically significant. Based on self-reports, both parties appear to have devoted fewer resources to mobilizing and persuading low-propensity voters. This is consistent with an examination of Democratic contact records that found Democratic campaigns to be less likely to have contacted low-propensity voters in 2012 (Nickerson and Rogers 2014).

Afterward, we calculate the proportion of low-propensity voters who would have been contacted had Republican campaigns followed geographic contact approaches based on the competitiveness of the precincts in which citizens live compared to a contact strategy based on microtargeted estimates to better evaluate the implications of the evolution to campaign strategies guided by microtargeted propensity scores. To do so, we classified each

**Table 2. Self-reported contact in the 2012 election.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Contacted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No turnout estimate</td>
<td>−0.35* (0.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated low propensity</td>
<td>−0.48* (0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated mid propensity</td>
<td>−0.11 (0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>0.16 (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (18+)</td>
<td>0.03* (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (1 to 5)</td>
<td>0.22* (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race: Black</td>
<td>−1.38* (0.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race: Latino</td>
<td>−0.94 (0.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race: Other</td>
<td>−0.12 (0.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income (1 to 16)</td>
<td>0.06 (0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>−0.11 (0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>−1.27* (0.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>3354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudo R²</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Entries are coefficients and standard errors from a logistic regression model. The outcome variable is self-reported contact: 1 = contacted, 0 = not contacted. *p < .05, two-tailed.

Bradburn, Rips, and Shevell 1987; Vavreck 2007), and individuals who are more involved in politics are the most likely to recognize and remember political messages (Bartels 1993; Higgins, Kuiper, and Olson 1981).
voting precinct in Florida and Virginia as solidly Democratic, solidly Republican, or competitive based on the two-party vote share from the 2008 presidential election.

Under a geographic strategy, Republican candidates would be expected to focus their attention and resources on solid-Republican and competitive voting districts. Table 3 presents the percentage of low-propensity voters who would have been designated for contact had Republican campaigns pursued a purely geographic-based strategy using the specified levels of precinct competitiveness to guide their contact decisions. Our simulation suggests that roughly 61% of the voters designated as low propensity would have been contacted under the moderate conceptualization of what constitutes a competitive precinct (labeled Competitive) had a campaign attempted to contact every person registered to vote in either competitive (Grand Old Party (GOP) 2008 vote 45–55%) or Republican precincts (GOP 2008 vote >55%). As we tighten the restriction for what constitutes a competitive precinct to a six-point difference between the presidential candidates in 2008 (labeled Highly Competitive), the proportion of low-propensity respondents who would have been contacted under a geographic strategy decreases to 56%. Under the hybrid strategy that excludes “known” Democrats based on their official party registration or participation in past Democratic primaries in highly competitive or GOP precincts, many of the low-propensity voters (42%) still would have been designated for contact. If we were to assume that these low-propensity voters were not contacted using a strategy reliant upon microtargeted propensity estimates of voting, this simulation clearly demonstrates that the transition to an individualized contact strategy based on microtargeted propensity scores has implications for which voters are mobilized.

The question then becomes whether the move to microtargeted propensity scores affects some demographic groups more than others. We calculated the proportions of our sample that would have been contacted under both hypothetical geographical approaches and the hybrid approach, and

---

Table 3. Proportion of low-propensity voters contacted under geographic strategies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Precinct Type</th>
<th>Contact Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Competitive (45–55%) and GOP precincts</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highly competitive (47–53%) and GOP precincts</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highly competitive (47–53%) and GOP precincts minus known Democrats</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Competitiveness levels based on 2008 presidential vote share in the precinct. Highly competitive precincts are those in which the 2008 vote difference between Obama and McCain was within 6 percentage points. Competitive precincts were those within 10 percentage points. Known Democrats are registered Democrats in Florida and individuals who have voted exclusively in recent Democratic primaries.

---

7 It is important to note that all individual who are identified for contact will not necessarily be contacted. Some individuals are more likely to read/open their mail, have a phone number on file, answer an unknown number, and/or engage in a conversation with someone from the campaign either in person or on the phone than others.
compared these to the proportions that would have been contacted using microtargeted propensity estimates of turnout and partisanship for individuals of each racial/ethnic group, and by age. Regardless of how wide of a net that the Republicans may have cast when using the microtargeted propensity scores, Republican campaigns were less likely to identify young people (18–29 year olds) as targets for campaign outreach. Table 4 displays the proportion of White, African-American, and Latino registered voters who would have been contacted under each of the possible geographic strategies, as well as under three possible strategies based on the microtargeted propensity scores. Similar to the geographic strategies, we present multiple scenarios for microtargeted strategies as we do not know the criteria used by each of the Republican campaigns that had access to these propensity estimates.

The first two columns in Table 4 indicate the percentage of individuals who would have been contacted under the two geographic targeting strategies and column 3 displays the hybrid strategy. Columns 4–6 present the percentages for the microtargeted propensity estimates. The fourth column lists the proportion of registered voters who would have been contacted had the campaign reached out to everyone estimated to have a high or middle propensity to turnout, regardless of estimated partisanship. The fifth column is a microtargeted column that excludes predicted strong Democrats. The last column further excludes individuals predicted to be either weak or strong Democrats.

Table 4. Contact rates by race/ethnicity, age, and strategy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geographic targeting</th>
<th>Microtargeted propensity scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GOP + competitive precincts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Competitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Registered</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latino</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young Registered</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latino</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Entries are the percent of respondents who would have been contacted if the campaign pursued the strategy indicated in the column heading. Competitive represents the percentages of registered voters residing in a precinct where the 2008 Republican presidential candidate received at least 45% of the two-party vote. Highly competitive narrows the range of competitiveness to precincts where the Republican presidential candidate received at least 47% of the vote. The highly competitive, excluding Democrats column uses the same 47%, but excludes individuals in Florida who are registered Democrats and individuals in Virginia who voted in Democratic primaries. The “All likely voters” column represents the percentage of registered voters who would have been contacted based on being estimated as either a high- or mid-propensity voter, regardless of partisanship. The “GOP, swing, and weak Democrats” column narrows this by excluding individuals who were estimated to be strong Democrats. The “GOP and swing” column restricts contact estimates to individuals estimated to be Republicans and swing voters.
Among all voters in our sample, the differences in contact rates between the microtargeted scores and geographic targeting strategies appear relatively minor when looking only at estimates of turnout propensities (the “All likely voters” column against the two geographic targeting columns). But when we include estimates of partisanship in our models (columns 3, 5, and 6), contact rates drop among the full sample of registered voters. This is expected since Republicans would not want to risk mobilizing Democrats.

Breaking down respondents by race/ethnicity allows for a more nuanced look at who would have been designated for contact based on estimated turnout and estimated partisanship. Comparing the rates of contact between the more restrictive geographic targeting strategy (highly competitive) with the narrowest microtargeted column (likely GOP and swing voters), we see a 6% drop in contact among Whites, a five-point decline among Latinos, and a 14% drop among Blacks. The larger drop among Black registered voters is not surprising given that African-Americans have been a strong voting bloc in the Democratic Party’s coalition for decades. When the precinct strategy is further narrowed to exclude “known” Democrats (“Highly Competitive, excluding Dems”), the Republican Party appears to reach out to a larger swath of registered voters when relying on the microtargeted propensity estimates. But when we drill down and simulate contact strategies among specific demographic groups, there are substantial differences in the percentage of young registered voters who are identified for contact based only on the microtargeted propensity estimates relative to the geographic and hybrid strategies. Comparing the first and fourth columns, we see a 36% decline in predicted contact rates between a campaign pursuing the competitive geographic strategy and a campaign that is contacting all registered young people estimated to be “likely voters.” These proportions fall even further when microtargeted estimates of partisanship are considered. Only 18% of 18–29 year olds would have been contacted based on microtargeted propensity estimates of turnout and partisanship if candidates contacted Republicans, swing voters, and weak Democrats. This falls to 17% if campaigns were to exclude all estimated Democrats.

Young voters fared much better under a geographic-based strategy than a strategy based on microtargeted propensity estimates when further disaggregating by race. Among young White voters, 62% would have been designated for contact under a geographic strategy focusing on highly competitive precincts, and an even greater proportion would have been contacted under the more relaxed level of competitiveness. This is much higher than the 25% of young whites who would have been contacted if the party reached out to those designated as “likely voters” regardless of partisanship, and the 23% who would have been contacted had Republican candidates limited outreach to predicted Republican and swing voters. Young Blacks were the group least likely to be contacted under a highly competitive geographic contacting
strategy at 29%, and this contact rate drops further to 14% among all young Blacks designated as likely to turn out using microtargeted estimates. Projected contact plummets to 2% when only estimated Republicans and swing voters are contacted. Contact for young Hispanics is estimated at 50% under the highly competitive geographic approach examined and falls to 24% if everyone designated as likely to turnout were contacted under a microtargeted approach using the propensity scores. When looking at outreach for only those estimated to be Republican or swing voters based on the microtargeted propensity scores, this proportion declines to 15%. These microtargeted estimates of turnout and partisanship certainly narrow the playing field and greatly reduce the percentage of young voters identified for contact compared to the precinct-based strategies.

**Implications**

The goal of campaigns is to turn out enough voters to win the election. But this myopic focus by campaigns has both short- and long-term implications in terms of what the electorate looks like and how they vote. In the short run, Republican contact strategies may have hurt Romney’s chances of winning the presidency in 2012. Nationally, 60% of young voters preferred Obama at the ballot box, while only 37% voted for Romney (CIRCLE 2013). Yet, vote margins were very close in some battleground states. If the RNC and the Romney campaign relied as heavily on these microtargeted propensity scores when strategically contacting voters as the self-reports of contact suggest they did, the microtargeted propensity scores for young people may have led to missed opportunities for persuasion and turnout among this critical voting bloc. Had the vote choice of young people more closely resembled older voters, enough battleground states would have flipped to give Romney the Electoral College victory.

While Republican campaigns focus on the short-term imperative to win, they may be hurting their long-term prospects among this age group. Young voters become older voters, and young voters today – absent Republican outreach – have disproportionately supported Democratic candidates at the ballot box since 2004 (Kohut et al. 2011; Pew 2012). Democratic campaigns have dominated outreach among the youngest segment of the electorate, making concerted efforts to contact as many young voters as possible in 2008 and 2012 (Issenberg 2013; Hersh 2015). It is unsurprising, then, that they are winning both the mobilization and persuasion game among the young.

Republicans recognize that this Democratic preference in vote choice among the young is a problem (Barbour et al. 2013), and it may be exacerbated by their microtargeted propensity estimates disproportionately categorizing this group as unlikely to vote. As this youngest generation replaces
older generations of voters, this Democratic preference may be a bane to the electoral prospects of future Republican candidates.

In addition, young people today are not participating in the electoral process at their full potential, and the relatively low rates of turnout among young Americans may in part be explained by the lack of mobilizing communications directed their way due to current campaign strategies. In 2012, only 50% of 18–29 year olds voted in the presidential election (CIRCLE 2013). If microtargeted propensity scores continue to disproportionately designate young people as low propensity, and continue to be used with high frequency by campaigns, the youngest segment of the electorate will likely vote at relatively low rates in the future. Voting is a habit that takes a few election cycles to form (Plutzer 2002), and new voters who might have been brought into the fold of electoral participation through more traditional geographic targeting strategies may never be invited to participate, resulting in long-term effects such as increased cynicism towards government, lower levels of internal and external efficacy, and lower rates of participation as younger generations replace older generations who participate at higher levels.

Conclusion

The capabilities of microtargeted propensity scores and the potential repercussions of a data-driven approach to campaigning have been largely speculative up to this point given the proprietary nature of the industry. The preceding analyses are the first known examination of the effects of microtargeted propensity estimates on the demographic composition of the American electorate. Our results indicate that a strict reliance on microtargeted propensity estimates is particularly damaging if Republicans are trying to make inroads with young Americans. Not only are young registered voters less likely to have microtargeted propensity scores calculated for them than older registered voters due to their shorter vote histories, but those that do are more likely to be categorized as “unlikely” to turn out. Relying on microtargeted propensity scores is only superior to geographic targeting strategies when the propensity scores are accurate (Hersh 2015). This categorization of young people is perhaps one limitation of the shift to data-driven campaigns. Our findings suggest that political campaigns should bypass these scores in lieu of a more traditional contact strategy for young registered voters.

Campaigns exist to win elections, and as such it is sometimes rational for Republican campaigns not to target young people in certain electoral contests. But while it may be in the short-term interests of Republican campaigns not to do so, it may be in the party’s long-term interests to contact young registrants and others predicted as less likely to turnout. Voting is a habit that an individual develops as he or she ages, and young people have yet to form this habit due to their newness to the voting process (Plutzer 2002).
Furthermore, while party identification is strongly influenced by early childhood socialization (Jennings and Niemi 1968; Stoker and Jennings 2008), it generally does not crystallize until the mid-twenties as young adults respond to their political environment (Franklin 1984). Mobilizing people to the polls in early adulthood is critical to ensure that they develop this habit for healthy democratic participation and representation, and contacting young people for persuasion may impact their party loyalties later in life. In fact, it may be imperative for Republicans if they wish to make inroads with the Millennial and post-Millennial cohorts, and if campaigns on both sides opt not to contact those deemed unlikely to vote, this decision could have important implications for democracy. From a policy perspective, it may lead to less representation of the views of these segments of the population, growing dissatisfaction towards our system of government, and growing cynicism in the populace.
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